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HOMAGE TO THE ORIGINAL TEACHER 

SHAKYAMUNI BUDDHA 



As like a deep spring 
clear, still, pure and lucid 
are the wise hearing Dharma 
with a pure mind rejoicing 

Dharmapada 



The Giving Rise of the Ten Kinds of Mind of the Bodhisattva. 
"The Buddha addressed Maitreya saying: 'Maitreya, the ten minds like this 

.cannot be brought forth by any common foolish and un skilful man 
who is full of den.Iements. What are the ten? 

Firstly, to give rise to great loving kindness towards all beings 
with a mind free from injuring and harming . 

. Secondly , to give rise to great compassion towards all beings with 
a mind free from harrassing and vexing. 
Thirdly, not to spare one's life with regard to all the true 
Dharmas of the Buddha with a mind of rejoicing in protecting 
them. 

From 

Fourthly , to develop supreme endurance regarding all dharmas 
with a mind free from clinging and grasping. 
Fifthly, not to be covetous for gain, support and respect with a 
mind that esteems the pure bliss of mind. 
Sixthly, to search for Buddha wisdom at all times with a mind 
free from forgetfulness and negligence. 
Seventhly, to be towards all beings reverential and respectful with 
a mind free from contempt and disdain. 
Eighthly, not to hold worldly discussions but give rise to a 
determined mind regarding the factors of illumination. 
Ninthly, to plant all good roots with a pure mind that is not 
adulterated and stained. 
Tenthly, to give up and discard all the characteristics as regards all 
the Tathagatas giving rise to a mind of continuous recollection (of 
them). 
Maitreya, this is called the giving rise of the ten kinds of mind of 
the Bodhisattva. It is because out of this mind that one will 
obtain rebirth in the World of Highest Bliss of AmithBba 
Buddha. If a man regarding these ten kinds of mind fol1ows them 
and achieves one pointedness of mind. 'If he were to have a 
longing to be reborn in that Buddha world and would not 
obtain birth there, this would be an impossibility' " 

the ARYA ADHYASA YA SANCODANA NAMA MAHAYANA SUTRA 
OFTHEMAHARATNAKUTA~UTRA 
TAISHO TRIPITAKA NO. 310 
Translated from the Chinese by Saddhiiloka Bhikkhu 
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The Discourse on the Ten Wholesome Ways of Action. 
Translated by Imperial Command by the Tripitakacarya 
Sikshananda from Khotan during the T'ang Dynasty. 

Thus have I heard . At one time, the Buddha stayed in 
the palace of the Dragon King of the Ocean together with 
an assembly of eight thousand great Bhikshus and thirty
two thousand Bodhisattvas and Mahasattvas altogether. At 
that time the World-Honoured-One told the Dragon King 
saying: 

'Because all beings have differ~nt consciousness and 
thoughts, they perform too different actions and as a 
consequence there is the turning around in all the different 
courses of existence (I). Oh Dragon King, do you see the 
variety of shapes and apearances in this meeting and in 
the great ocean, are they not different from one another. 

Thus among all of them there is none which is not 
made by the mind, whether it is brought about by whole
some or unwholesome bodily, verbal and mental actions, 
and yet the mind is formless it cannot be grasped or 
perceived, but it is the unreal accumulation and arising of 
all dharmas (2) which are ultimately without owner, with
out I and mine. Although that which is manifested by each 
(being) according to it's actions is not the same, there is 
nevertheless really no creator in these (actions). Therefore 
all dharmas are inconceivable and inexpressible, their own 
nature is phantom like. The wise ones knowing this ought 
to cultivate wholesome actions. Through this the aggregates 
(3) sense-bases (4) and elem ents (5) that will be given rise 
to, will all be upright and those who will see them will not 
grow tired of them. 
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Oh Dragon King, when you behold the body of the 

Bliddha born from a hundred thousand of Kotis (6) of 
merit , with all the marks adorned, the splendour of its 
radiance covering the whole of the great assembly, even if 
there were in immeasurable Kotis of Ishvara and Brahma 
devas (7) they all would not come again into appearance. 
Those who look with reverence at the Tathagata's body how 
can they bu t not be dazzled . You again behold all these 
grea t Bodhisattvas of marvellous appearance, dignified and 
pure. All this comes into being entirely through the merit 
of cultivating wholesome actions. Again all the powerful 
ones like the eight classes of devas and dragons, and 
suchlike (8) they also come into being because of the 
merits of wholesome actions. 

Now all beings in the great ocean are of coarse and 
mean shapes and appearances, they all whether small or 
large performed unwholesome bodily, verbal and mental 
actions out of all kinds of thoughts from their own minds. 
Thus it is that each being receives its own result according 
to its action. 

You ought to practise and to study constantly in this 
way, and also to bring beings to a thorough understanding 
of cause and effect and to the practice of wholesome actions. 
In this you must have unshakable right view and you must 
not fall again into the views of annihilation and eternity 
(9). As to the fieids of merit (10) you rejoice in them , 
respect them and support them because of this you will 
also be respected and supported by men and devas. 

Oh Dragon King you must know that the Bodhisattva 
has one method (11) which enables him to cut off all 
sufferings of all evil destinies (12). What kind of method is 
this? It is constantly, day and night, to recollect, to reflect 
on and to contemplate on the wholesome dharmas so as to 
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cause the wholesome dharmas to increase from thought
moment to thought-moment, without allowing the leas t 
unwholesome thought to mingle in. This will then enabk 
you to cut off all evil forever, to bring the wholesome 
dharmas to completion and to be constantly near all the 
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and other holy communities. Speak
ing about wholesome dharmas , the bodies of men and 
devas, the Illumination of the Shravakas (13), the Illumina
tion of the Pratyekas (14) and the Highest Illumination, 
they are all accomplished depending on these dharmas 
which are to be considered as fundamental. Therefore they 
are called wholesome dharmas. These dharmas are the ten 
wholesome ways of action. What are these ten? They are 
the ability to give up forever killing, stealing, wrong 
conduct (15), lying, slandering, harsh language, frivolous 
speech, lust, hate and wrong views. 

Oh Dragon King, if one gives up taking life then one 
will accomplish ten ways of being free from vexations. 
What are the ten? 

(i) One gives universally to all beings without fear. 
(ii) One always has a heart of great compassion 

towards all beings. 
(iii) All habitual tendencies of hate in oneself will be 

cut off forever. 
(iv) One's body is always free from illness. 
(v) One's life is long. 
(vi) One is constantly protected by non-human

beings. 
(vii) One is always without bad dreams, one sleeps 

and wakes happily. 
(viii) The entanglement of enmity is eradicated and 

one is free from all hatred. 
(ix) One is free from the dread of evil destinies. 
(x) When one's life comes to an end one will be 

born as a deva. 
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These are the .ten. If one is one who is able to 
turn-towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one wi11later 
at the time one becomes Buddha attain to the ability 
peculiar to the Buddhas, to live as long as one wishes. 

Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up stealing then 
one will attain to ten kinds of dharmas which can protect 
one's confidence. What are the ten? 

(I) 

(II) 

(III) 
(IV) 
(V) 

(VI) 
(VII) 
(VIII) 

(IX) 
(X) 

One's wealth will increase and accumulate and 
cannot be scattered or destroyed by Kings, 
robbers, floods, fires and careless sons. 
One is thought of with fondness by many 
people. 
People do not take advantage of one. 
Everywhere one is praised. 
One is above the worry, that one oneself could 
be injured. 
One's good name spreads. 
One is without fear in public. 
One is endowed with wealth, long life, 
strength, peace, happiness and skill in speech, 
without deficiencies. 
One always thinks of giving. 
At the end of one's life one will be born as a 
deva. 

These are the ten. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect -Illumination, one will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, attain to the realization of 
the purified great illumination wisdom. 

Again the Dragon King, if one gives up wrong conduct 
one will attain to four kinds of dharmas which are praised 
by the wise. What are the four? 
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(I) All one's faculties (16) are tuned and adjusted. 
(II) One is free from turmoil and excitement. 
(III) One is praised and extolled by the world. 
(IV) One's wife cannot be encroached upon by 

anybody. 

These are the four. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination one will later at the 
time one becomes Buddha, attain the mastersign of the 
Buddha, of a concealed organ. 

Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up lying then one 
will attain to the eight dharmas which are praised by the 
devas. What are the eight? 

(I) One's mouth is always pure and has the 
fragrance of a blue lotus flower (17). 

(II) One is trusted and obeyed by all the world. 
(III) What one says is true and. one is loved by men 

and devas. 
(IV) One always comforts beings with loving words. 
(V) One attains to excellent bliss of mind and one's 

actions, speech and thoughts are pure. 
(VI) One's speech is faultless and one's mind is 

always joyful. 
(VII) One's words are respected and are followed by 

men and devas. 
(VIII) One's wisdom is extraordinary and cannot be 

subdued. 

These are the eight. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one will later at the 
time one becomes Buddha, attain to the true speech of the 
Tathllgata. 

Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up slandering one 
will then attain to five kinds of incorruptible dharmas. What 
are the five? 
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(I) One attains to an incorruptible body because no 

hann can be done to one. 
(IJ) One gets an incorruptible family because no 

one can destroy it. 
(III) One attains to incorruptible confidence because 

this is in line with one.'s own actions. 
(IV) One attains to an incorruptible spiritual life 

because what one cultivates is firmly grounded. 
(V) One gets incorruptible spiritual friends because 

one does not mislead or delude anybody. 

These are the five. If one is one who is able to 
turn-towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one will later 
at the time one becomes Buddha, get a holy retinue which 
cannot be corrupted by any Mara (18) or heretic. 

Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up harsh language 
then one will attain to the accomplishment of eight kinds 
of pure actions. What are the eight? 

(I) 
(II) 
(III) 
(IV) 
(V) 
(VI) 
(VII) 
(VIII) 

One's speech is meaningful and reasonable. 
All what one says is profitable. 
One's words are bound to be truthful. 
One's language is beautiful and marvellous. 
One's words are accepted (by others) 
One's words are trusted. 
One's words cannot be ridiculed. 
All one's words are being loved and enjoyed 
(by others). 

These are the eight. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, be endowed with the 
perfect characteristic of the Brahma voice of the Tathagata. 
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Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up frivolous 
speech then one will attain to the accomplishment of the 
three certainties. What are the three? 

(I) One is certain to be loved by the wise. 
(II) One is certain to be able to answer questions 

with wisdom and according to reality. 
(III) One is certain to have the most excellent dignity 

and virtue among men and devas and one is 
without falsehood. 

These are. the three. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, attain to the Tathagata's 
(ability) to predict everything, none (of the predictions) are 
ever in vain. 

Again, oh Dragon King, if one gives up lust, then one 
will attain to the accomplishment of the five kinds of 
freedom. What are the five? 

(I) Freedom of bodily, verbal and mental actions 
because one's six faculties are perfect. 

(II) Freedom as regards property because all 
enemies and robbers cannot rob one. 

(III) Freedom with regard to merit because what
ever one wishes one will be provided with. 

(IV) Freedom of being in the position of a King, 
because precious , rare and marvellous things 
will be reverently offered to one. 

(V) The things one will get will surpass in excel
lency by a hundred times that what one is 
looking for, because in times by-gone one was 
neither stingy nor envious. 

These are the five . If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one · will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, be especially revered in all 
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the three realms (19) all (the beings of the thtee realms) 
will all respectfully make offerings to one. 

Ag;lin, oh Dragon King, if one gives up hatred then ' 
one will attain to eight kinds of dharmas of joy of mind. 
What are th~ eight? 

(I) 

(II) 
(III) 

(IV) 
(V) 

(VI) 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

One's mind is free from (the want) to injure and 
to annoy (others). 
One's mind is free from hatred. 
One's mind is free from (the desire) to dispute 
and to argue. 
One's mind is gentle and upright. 
One has attained to the mind of loving kindness 
of a saint. 
One is of a mind that always acts beneficially 
giving peace to beings. 
One's bodily appearance is dignified and one is 
respected by all. 
Because one is kind and forbearing, one will be 
born soon in the Brahma World. 

These are the eight. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards to the Highest Perfect illumination, one will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, attain to the mind of the 
Buddha that is free from obstacles. People will not become 
t ired of looking at him. 

Again Oh Dragon King, if one gives up wrong views, one 
will attain to the accomplishment of ten meritorious 
dharmas. What are the ten? 

(I) One attains to genuinely good bliss of mind 
and one gets genuinely good companions. 

(II) One has deep confidence in (the law of) cause 
. and effect and one would rather lose one's li fe 

than do evil. 
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(III) One takes refuge in the Buddha only and not in 
devas or others. 

(IV) One is of a straight mind and right views, and 
leaves behind the net of doubts about good and 
evil fortune. 

(V) One will not be born again in an evil course of 
existence but will always be born as a man or 
deva. 

(VI) Immeasurable blessings and wisdom will increase 
sublimely from turn to turn. 

(VII) One will forever leave the wrong path and tread 
the holy path (20) 

(VIII) The view of a personality (21) will not arise (in 
one) and' one gives up all evil actions. 

(IX) One will abide in unobstructed understanding. 
(X) One will not fall into any difficult conditions 

(22). 

These are the ten. If one is one who is able to turn 
towards the Highest Perfect Illumination, one will later at 
the time one becomes Buddha, realize quickly all Buddha
dharmas (23) and accomplish the mastery of the higher 
spiritual powers (24)." 

At that time the World Honoured One further told the 
Dragon King saying : 

"If there is a Bodhisattva who is able to give up killing 
and harming, and practises giving, following these whole
some actions at the time he treads the path , he will 
therefore always be rich in wealth, without anybody being 
able to rob him. He will have a long life and not die 
untimely, and he will not be injured by any robbers or 
enemies. 

Because he gives up taking what is not given and 
practises giving, he will always be rich in wealth without 
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there . being anybody who can rob him. He will be most 
excelling beyond comparison (in this respect), and will be 
able to collect completely all the store of Buddha-dharmas 
(25) . 

Because he gives up the impure way of living and 
practises giving, he will always be rich in wealth without 
anybody being able to rob him. His family will be virtuous 
and obedient. There will be nobody who can look at his 
mother, wife and daughter with a lustful mind. 

Because he gives up false speech and practises giving, 
he will always be rich in wealth without anybody being 
able to rob him. Giving up all slandering he takes up the 
true Dharma. That which he does according to his vows 
will certainly bear fruit. 

Because he gives up speech that causes dissension and 
practises giving, he will always be rich in wealth without 
anybody being able to rob him. His family will be har
monious and they (all the members of the family) have the 
same aspirations and joys in common and will never 
unreasonably dispute (with one another). 

Because he gives up coarse evil speech and practises 
giving, he will alwayS be rich in wealth without anybody 
being able to rob him. At all gatherings people joyfully 
accept him as their teacher. His words will be received with 
trust without opposition. 

Because he gives up meaningless speech and practises 
giving, he will always be rich in wealth without anybody 
being able to rob him. His words are not spoken in vain, 
but are received with respect by all people. He is able and 
skilled in solving doubts and uncertainties. 

Bpcause he gives up the greedy mind and practises 
giving, he is always rich in wealth without anybody being 
able to rob him. All he has he gives (to others) with 
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kindness. His confidence is firm and his understanding well 
grounded. He is endowed with great authority and strength. 

Because he gives up the angry mind and practises 
giving he is always rich in wealth without anybody being 
able to rob him. He quickly accomplishes by himself the 
wisdom of the mind that is free from obstruction. All his 
faculties are well dignified and all those who see him 
respect and love him. 

Because he gives up the perverted mind and practises 
giYing, he is always rich in wealth without anybody being 
able to rob him. He is always born in a family which is 
possessed of right views, reverence and confidence. He sees 
the. Buddha, hears the Dharma and supports the Community 
of Monks. He never forgets or loses the great illumination 
Mind (cf. NOTE 11) 

These are the great benefits obtained by a Great Being 
(MAHASATTVA), who at the time he cultivates the 
Bodhisattva path, practises the ten wholesome actions and 
adorns them with giving. 

Thus, oh Dragon King, I am summarising. Because one 
adorns the practice of the ten wholesome ways of action 
with morality, the meaning and benefit (26) of all the 
Buddha-dharma can arise and the great vows are brought 
to completion (27). 

Because one adorns (the practice of the ten 
wholesome ways of action) with patience, one attains to 
the perfect voice of the Buddha and all the marks will be 
lovely. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with effort, one is 
able to destroy the M[ra enemy (cf. NOTE 18) and enter 
into the store of Buddha-dharmas (28). 
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Because one adorns (this practice) with meditation, 
therefore mindfulness, wisdom, shame, conscientiousness 
and calm will arise. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with wisdom one is 
able to cut off wrong views arising from discrimination. 

(29) 
Because one adorns (this practice) with loving kindness 

no (thought 00 anger or harming will arise in oneself 
towards any being. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with compassion, 
one will have sympathy towards all beings and will never 
get weary of and indifferent to them. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with sympathetic 
joy, one's mind when seeing somebody cultivating the good 
will be free from envy and jealousy. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with serenity, one 
will not have a mind that is either attached to favourable 
circumstances or that resents adverse circumstances (30). 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the four ways 
of helping (31) (others), one will always be diligent in 
helping and teaching all beings. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the founda
tions of mindfulness, one will be able to be skilfull in the 
practice of the contemplation of the four foundations of 
mindfulness. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the (four) 
right efforts, one will be able to cut off and remove 
entirely all unwholesome dharmas. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the (four) 
roads to power, one's body and mind will always be calm 
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and at ease. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the five facul
ties, deep confidence will be fmnly established, there will 
be unremitting effort, ,:>ne is always free from confusion and 
from delusion, one is at peace and well balanced, and all 
the defilements will be c.ut off. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the (five) 
powers, all enmity will be entirely destroyed and one 
cannot be hanned. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the (seven) 
factors of illumination, one will always well awake to all 
dham1as. 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the Noble 
(eightfold) Path, (cf. NOTE 20) one will attain to perfect 
wisdom which will always be present before oneself (32).-

Because one adorns (this practice) with calm medita
tion, one is able to wash away all the bonds and (latent) 
tendencies (33). 

Because one adorns (this practice) with insight medita
tion, one is able to know the self nature of all dharmas 
according to reality (34). 

Because one adorns (this practice) with the means, one 
will quickly attain to the fulfilment of the conditioned and 
unconditioned happiness (35). 

Oh Dragon King, you should know that these ten 
wholesome actions can lead up to the completion of the 
Ten Powers (of the Tathagata) (36), of the (Four Kinds of) 
Fearlessness, of the Eighteen Dhannas that distinguish (the 
Buddha) and of all Buddha-dharmas. You should therefore 
practise and train with diligence. 

Oh, Dragon King it is like the towns and villages, they 
all depend on the great ground where they stand. All the 
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herbs, grasses, flowers, trees and woods also depend on the 
ground for their growth. With these ten wholesome ways of 
action it is the same. All men and devas are established (in 
their human-and deva-nature) depending on them. The 
illumination of all the Shravakas, of all the Pratyekas (cf. 
NOTE 43 and 14), the way of the Bodhisattva, all Buddha
dhannas they all are attained and come to fruition due to 
these ten wholesome great grounds. After the Buddha had 
spoken this discourse , the Dragon King of the Ocean, 
together with the great assembly, all the devas, asuras (cf. 
NOTE 1) and so on, all rejoiced greatly, received it with 
confidence and put it reverently into practice. 

TAISHO TRIPITAKA EDITION NO. 600 

Translated from the Chinese by Saddhiilolaz Bh ikkhu 
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NOTES: 

(1) The different courses of existence are six: 

1) The hellish realms ( ~!It in Pall NIRA Y A) 
2) The realm of the hUIIgfY ghosts (ea}l in Pall PETA) 
3) The realm of animals (if~ in Pall TIRACCHANA) 
4) The realm of the titans ( pi].. in Pall ASURA) 
S) The human realm (A in Pall MANUSSA) 
6) The realm of radiant beqs ( 7C in Pall DEVA) 

The fust foUl' are lower realms of consciousness while the last two 
realms include higher planes of consciousness. 

(2) The accumulation and arising of all dhannas ( ftf~~Ug ) is a 
defmition of the mind ( 'L' Pall CITI A), whidl especially refers to the Spheres, 
or Store of Consciousness ( pi]fftlfllGil ALAYA VUNANA in SANSKRIT) 
in which there are the seeds (or potentiality) of all the dhannas stored and 
from this store consciousness all dharmas are arising. ( --!l.Jmrri*1nJl:t~;W; 

(~~Tz~~~rnJl:t--!l.Jmrri*z~~~) (~.*M~) 

'(3) The aggregates are five, in Chinese they are called ( lilA in Pall 
PANCAKKHANDHA), they are: 

1) Form or Matter (~ in Pall ROPA) - - - Matter (~ -RillA) 
2) Feeling ( ~ in Pali VE.!WIlA) }(BOdY) $t 
3) Perception (:ttl in Pali SANNA) __ Mind ( 15 -NAMA) 
4) Formations ( IT in Pali S~ARA) 
S) Consciousness (Gil in Pali VINNANA) 

These Five Aggregates make· up the human being and can be divided into 
mind and matter as above. The fust is form, matter or corporeality and refers 
to the foUl' primary elements (earth, water, fue, air) and their combination 
which is the body. The second is the feelings, that means our impressions 
through the senses and the mind, which are either painful, pleasant or neutral. 
The third one is perception, that is the ability to single something out, to mark 
it and recognise it in the light of previous experience. The fourth one is the 
formations, that is our reaction conditioned by previous experience towards 
objects perceived through the senses and through the mind. It is also called 
volition because it is OUl' attitude conditioned through previous experience of 
acceptance, rejection or of ignoring. The futh one is consciousness which is the 
ability to perceive, and to become conscious of anything. 

(4) The sense4>ases including the mind are twelve, that is six inner 
ones and six outer ones. These are the six senses and their objects: 
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Eye ( na in Pall CAKKHU) 1) Visible Object (Form ~in 
Pali RUPA) 

Ear ( ~ in Pali SOTA) 2) Audible Object (Sound IJi' in 
PallSADDA) 

Nose ( • in Pali GHANA) 3) Olfactory Object (Smell 'I'i' in ~ 

/ .... 
/ .... Pali GANDHA) 

~ ffi 4) Tongue ( ,r;-in Pall JIYHA) 4) Gustative Object (Taste '* in 
PaliRASA) 

5) Body (~ in Pali KAY A) 5) Tactile Object (Bodily Touch 
III in Pall PHOITHABBA) 

-6) Mind ( ~: in Pall MANO) 6) Mental Object (DHAMMA ~ ) 

(5) The elements here refers to the eighteen elements, namely the six 
sense organs ( " r, ) or also ( ,,~ ) in the sense of sense faCulties, (compare 
note (4», secondly the six objects. these are the ( "lit ) (compare note (4)) 
and the six consciousnesses (in Pall ViNN ANA) 

(

I) Eye Consciousness 
2) Ear Consciousness 

~ 3) Nose Conscioumess 
~ 4) Tongue Conscioumess 
p~ 5) Body Consciousness 

6) Mind Conscioumess 

(6) A KOTI ( • ) is a term denoting spacial and temporal dimensions 
of lO.OOO.OOO 

(7) ISHV ARA and BRAHMA DEVAS. A deva is a radiant being from 
more purified and refmed realms than the one of ordinary human consciousness. 

A) The realm of the ISHVARA DEVA or the god of freedom, another 
name is ( ft1!.ft.EI:tE~ PARANIMMITA-VASHAVARTIN) in Sanskrit (in 
Pall PARANIMMITA VASAVATTI), translated this wc:!uld be "heavenly beinp 
with the power mer the production of othen." (NY~Al1LOKA'1 Buddhist 

Dictionuy), NAGARJUNA says in his commentary to the MAHAPRAJNA
PARAMITA SUTRA: ''Those devu match away that which is created by 
others and enjoy themselves with it, therefore they are called the devas who 
can freely dispose of othen aeationa" (MAHAPRAJNAPARAMITA SHASTRA) 
(llt::R. ftl! ?Jdt.ffijf!!l1:~i'&~ft!Ht.EI tE ) ( *1i!'aO~) Thi<l realm of 
consciousness is the last one, the highest one of the realm of desire . (see NOTE 
19) 

B) The BRAHMA DEVAS ~ in the fust realm of the world of form 
(see NOTE 19), their realm consists of three realms and corresponds to the plane 
of the fust absorption ( !JIl-":iE in Pali PATHAMA JHANA). They are the 
(~~~ BRAHMA-PARISAJJA in Pall) Retinue of Brahma, the 
( ~.~ BRAHMA PUROHITA in PaIi) the Assistants of BRAHMA and the 
( *'Jt~ or MAHA BRAHMANO in Pall) Great Brahma. 

(8) The eight classes of devas and dragons, and such like. 
~ IIIAIDl ) They are: 
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I) The DEY AS (Radiant ones) ~ 
2) The NAGAS (Dragons) iili. 
3) The Y AKSHAS (Demons) Ill: -.z 
4) The GANDHARYAS (Celestial Musicians) .;ri~t1~ 

5) The ASURAS (Titans) ,"J ~ lif 
6) The GARUDAS (Golden Winged Bird Spirits) iI!!! t11-ISi 
7) The KINNARAS (Celestial Musicians) ~!jj\~ 

8) The MAHORAGAS (Great Python Like Beings) '",I«,JifU", 

(9) The views of annihilation and eternity l Mh II or UCCHE
DADITIHI in Pali and '/j1;.l! or SASSATA-DIITHI in Pali) . 

• 'One must cultivate wholesome actions with righ t view, understanding the 
law of cause and effect thoroughly and not be moved by or inclined towards 
wrong views. Wrong views are the two views of annihilation and of eternity. A 
person who has the view of annihilation has 110 faith in the law of action and its 
result ( ;f,,* in Pali KAMMA -YIPAKA). He thinks that once a man dies all is 
finished therefore he commits recklessly evil since he does not fear the result that 
is to follow. The one with a view of eternity considers all things and events in the 
world as fixed. Thus a man will be born again and again from generation to 
generation as a man and an ox and a horse will be born again and again as an ox 
and a horse and the performance of wholesome or of evil actions has no bearing 
on the pain or pleasure this body is undergoing. This is so because there is no 
understanding of the true meaning of the law of cause and effect. If one wants to 
cultivate exclusively wholesome actions without falling into wrong views, then 
one must contemplate on the body as being impermanent, contemplate on tile 
mind as being without owner and contemplate on the dharmas as being mirages 
( ~n). According to the l:1ind actions are performed and according to the actions 
retribution is recei~ed. This then is the true characteristic of a clear under
standing of the law of cause and effect. " 

Ibis is from a commentary to this discourse by the· venerable T'ai-Hsii 
( :t:l£xffiliiitlf ,~=m fi, ffll~t ·il'i ~illF=.m'~)· He was one of 
the great teachers in modern times in China-

In the Buddhist teaching very much emphasis is laid on right or perfect 
understanding and on the getting rid of wrong views and mere opinions. Right or 
Perfect understanding is the first step of the Holy Eightfold Path ( i\ "Will 
ARIY A A1THANGIKA MAGGA in Pall) (see NOTE 20). The third Patriarch of 
the Ch'an School ( I~ri!* ZEN-SHU in Japanese) saj'S in his wonderful poem on 
'Trust in the Heart' . "You need not search for truth. you must only stop having 
views."( '1~m;J<(ift, ttHJL~,~)( U3'IAfl by M~)· 

(10) The fields of merit ( lfilii IE • in Pall PUNJ:rAKHETTA) 
"Fields of merit are the fields where merits can be planted. There are three 

kinds of these: 
1) The [reid of reverence, that is the Buddhas, Bodl:isttvas, 

teachers and elders and so on, these ought to be revered and blessings will be 
obtained. 
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2) The field of gratitude, that is one's father and mother and those 
who have been kind to one, to these one ought to show [dial respect and blessings 
will be obtained. 

3) The [reid of compassion, that is to assist and to help wilh 
compassion and sympathy to beings which are suffering and troubled and 
blessings will be obtained. 

In these three fields of merit, one can rejoice and offer support, then one 
will be able to obtain the joyful fruit of being respected and supported by men 
and de vas . .. (Ven. T'ai-HsU's commeritary on this discourse. cf. NOTE 9). 

(11) "The Bodhisattva has one method which enables him to cut off all 
sufferings of all evil destinies." ( !'i'~on _. ' ~ii€ 1IIi-- ~im!ifd1:i:~) 'Thereaderis 
reminded that this means constant w~k to bring all the wholesome dharmas to 
completion and fruition, this task requires the whole being. There are three ways 
of developing the IDumination Mind ( ~tt!,c..'BODHICITTA in Pali) according to 
the Flowergarland discourse ( "'Hllm! or AVATAMSAKA SUTRA in 
SANSKRIT). They are: 

1) The straight mind (jlfi.c..,) which is the development of 
wisdom, that is to be rightly recollecting and to be aware of the fundamental 
suchness (l:FltzfJi*in Pali BUUTATATHATA DHAMMA). 

The Avatamsaka Sntta ('!f!t~m!)says: "Because the Tathifgatas of the ten 
directions have one way in common, they go beyond life and death, this is all due 
to the straight mind. "( +:1JtzJ]*~] -- illl& ,I±llilffi'l:. 7[. {q'J.:)@:.c.., ). The 
BODHISATTVA representing the straight mind in MANJUSHRI Bodhisattva 
(5c,*gmfIJ~~ ). 

2) The deep mind (/1j1 .(,,) which is the joyful cultivation of all 
wholesome actions and the accumulation of immense merit The VIMALAKJR
!1N1RDESHASUTRA (*l~it'ififT~m!) says: "The deep mind is the place of 
the illumination, because of the increase in benefits." ~, c..' lmjHIil'!; 
Jtt ~:;I; (t.l& . The Bodhisattva representing the deep mind is SAMANTA
BHADRABodhisattva( tt'N~~). 

3) The mind of great compassion ( *~,~,) which is the 
development of c~passion, that is the saving and protecting of all beings that are 
suffering. The Bodhisattva representing the mind of great compassion is 
AVALOKlTESHVARA Bodhisattva (1I!t\!: {\,§i!i ) 

"MAITREY A SAID: 'The illumination mind is the lamp, the great 
compassion is the oil, the great vows are the wick. The radiance (of the lamp) 
illumines the Dharma realms.' (The radiance that is the great wisdom)" 
( !1Ei.El;:E;; 0 B'~.c..,m 0 };;:iI!-mM 0 };;:J.!iJ{m·n, 0 J't~i*JIt ) (J't 
fin J\:m' ) quoted from the commentary on the Awtamab Sum by Yen. 
Ching-Liang Cheng Kuan ( W-~W .'fHTWJ{~,ijl'( by iJlfMifflJl. l'P P' ) 
the fourth patriareh of the AVA T AMSAKA School. 

(12) The evil courses of existence ( .~l1'i in Pali DUGGATI) are the 
hellish realms, the animal world and the hungry gh~st realm, cf. NOTE 1. 

(13) The Illumination of the SHRAVAKAS ( ~1lII~J1t in Pali 
SAY AKABODHil. The SURAv' AKAS are the noble Disciples of the Buddha who 
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have attained to anyone of the four degrees of awakening, that is to the 
strcam-<:nterer ( A. VIE or <:!'WtilO: in Pali SOTAPANNA), the Once-'teturner 
( - ;:;; or I~iltt R in Pali SAKADAGAMJ), the Non-returner ( 1 ~ j:;; 
or 1;"1 J}jS;1; in Pali ANAGAMI) and the Purified One (".l!W or 
( 1;"1 ) ~fHX! . in Pali ARAHA T). 

(14) The Illumination of the PRATYEKAS ( !IOi'lt,~tlt in Pali 
PACCEKABODHI). The Pratyeka is one who awakened alone and on his own 
without a teacher. 

Please note that all illuminations have the same substance, but differ in 
degree, intensity and quality. They should not be taken as a subject of argument 
since they can only be fathomed from one's own achievements, experience and 
aspirations. 

The Highest Illumination refers to that of the Buddha (it is :t!li, I: 
g:ll! ANUTTARA BODHI) . This is the Perfect Illumination ( IF, Wt!: or 

, :'O fR " gctlt in Pali SAMMA SAMBODHI) 

(15) Wrong conduct ( !!iii f in Pali MICCHA-CAR~A) 

"Wrong conduct refers to sexual desire. Among men the fitting union 
between husband and WIfe is considered to be right, anything else is called wrong. 
Now this is roughly and shallowly explained, if we are going deeper then all beings 
of the realm of desire (cf NOTE 19) must have a right mental attitude and right 
conduct because of sexual desire. Again any heedlessness regarding any of the five 
objects of the' lsense) desires I ILW;I;): ) cf NOTE 4) pertains to wrong 
conduct. One must go beyond the realm of desire then one can subdue desire. 
One must attain to the third fruit 11:i'! ;.* ,ie. )(";;;; in PaU ANAGAMI
PHALA) the fruit of the non·returner Icf NOTE 13) then one can ultimiJIely 
leave desire behind." (VEN. Tai-Hsu's commentary on this discourse, cf. NOTE 
o ibid.! 

(16) The faculties refers to the six faculties, that is the five sense organs 
and the (wind ( :, l!~ in Pali 6 INDRIY AS) 

(17) Blue lotusflower ( f,f~ff in Sanskrit UTPALA) 

(18) MARA ( ~l=f in Pali MARA) means literally 'Murder, Death' 
( fiE 1f, i?r lis anything which traps and ensnares beings, taking away their real 
life and wisdom, hindering them in their spiritual life and leading them into 
delusion . 

(19) The 'Three Realms' or 'Three Worlds' ( -==- W. in Pali II-LOKA) 
th6Y are the Realm of Desire ( W; W- in Pali KAMALOKA), the Realm of Form 
( 0.'# in Pali RVPALOKA) and the Realm of Formlessness ( :t!l!i0.W- in Pali 
ARUPALOKA). Our world of sensory perception and mental processes is 
included in here and worlds beyond our normal state of consciousness. 

(20) The Holy Path (~ill in Pali ARIY AMAGGA) is the Holy 
Eightfold Path: 

I) Right Understanding ( IF. J'! in Pali SAMMA D1TTHI). This is 
the right understanding of the nature of the universe, of the laws governing it. It is 
the understanding of the Four Holy Truth's which are in short: (1) that life is 
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conflict, unsatisfactoriness and suffering. (2) that the origin of this conflict , 
unsatisfactoriness and suffering is our constant craving leading to constant 
becoming and constant dying. (3) The cessation of this craving c'omes about 
through the giving up of, abandoning of,freeing from, and detachment from it. (4) 
The path that leads to the cessation of suffering is the Holy Eightfold Path. This 
Right Understanding is the cultivation of wisdom (cf. NOTE 9/NOTE 21/NOTE 
29) 

II) . Right Aspiration ( iE.\!', tIt in Pall SAMMA SAMKAPP.U. 
This is a mind which is free from sensuality, enmity and harmillj1,. 

III) Right Speech (JLt~ in Pall SAMMA VACA). This refers to 
speech which is ·free from untruth, gossip , harsh speech, rude and foolish speech. 

IV) ~t · Action ( iT:;f; in Pali SAMMA KAMMANT A), ab
stention from killing, stealing and sensual misconduct 

V) Right ·Li\Oelihood ( I1c$ in PallSAMM~. AJlVA). A way of 
livelihood which does not cause harm to oneself nor to others and which is 
conducive to spiritual progress. 

VO Right Effort (Jf.~il! in Pali SAMMA VAY~O). The 
Four Right Efforts (cf. NOTE 32) 

VU) Right Mindfulness ( JE~ in Pali SAMMA SATI). The Four 
Foundations of Mindfulness (cf. NOTE 32) 

VIII) Right Concentration ( IE:iE in Pali SAMMA SAMADHT). 
The concentration of the mind Qn wholesome objects. 

This Holy Eightfold Path . leads to the 'seeing of things as they are: to 
transcendental frefldom where this path culminates and becomes perfect. The 
wrong Path (lfflili in Pall MICCHA MAGGA) is wrong understanding, wrong 
aspiration up to wrong concentration. This path does not lead to freedom but to 
more suffering and enslavement.. 

(21) TheViewofaPersonalitY(~.I!or ~J!!!!JI1\.I! inPaIiSAKKAYA· 
DlTIHI). This is the view coming from wrong identification with and 
clinging to an 'I' or 'mine'. It is the identification of ourselves with and clinging to 
this body and mental ·processes regarding them as 'I' as 'a personality' while they 
are only the result of past conditioning, that is in themselves they are without 
substance. They are a bundle of reactions moulded out of past experiences and 
a.ctions, (compare also NOTE 9) 

(22) Difficult Conditions, there are eight difficult conditions ( Aft ), 
they are called difficult conditions because due to them it is difficult to hear or 
come to know .the Teaching of the ·Buddha and still more difficult to practise it, 
they are : 

I) The difficulty of (being in) hell ( Jt!1.~ ft ) 
II) The difficulty of (being a) hungry ghost ( IIIl! ~ ft 
III) The difficulty of (being an) animal ( f.'i1'. ft ) 
IV)· The difficulty of being blind, deaf or dumb ( B OI~Ni! ft ) 
V) The difiiculty of being a person of worldly wisdom, 

eloquence and cleverness ( W: 1'1'MJIt.!ft ) 
VI) The difficulty of (living), before or after the Buddha ( . 1411 -IlU 

1!$~. ) 
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VII) The difficulty of not being born in the Middle Country 

( -1 ; ' I '.' l' I~!Ift ) 
(Middle Country refers here to India wh.,re the Buddha taught and means 
actuaUy any place where the Buddha-dharlna cf. NOTE 23, that is the Teaching 
of Awakening is present.) 

VIII) The difficulty of being born in a heawn where life is long 
( ' 1'. J.i:,,'LR*ft ) 

(23) AU the Buddha-dharmas ( - l;IJf!lllit< in Pall SABBA BUDDHA-
DHAMMA), that means all the dharmas ( it< laws, things, states, teachings, 
truths) pertaining to the ·Buddha, the Fully Awakened One. 
' The Tathtigata has taught that all the dharmas are all Buddho-dhannas. Because 
all dharmas can be realized and known well, they are coJled Buddha-dharmas. The 
original nature of the dhamws is equivalent with the IJuddh4Nlharmlls. Therefore 
it is that the dharmas are all Buddha-dhannas." ( MAHARATNAKOTA.sOTRA 
VoI.IV)' Iln *~ , Jl - \j)i?lii!: 0 ff~1!$i!: o).:.J.1iNlii!: 0 flgfrr?:iI o ~J~ 
I~ ii; 0 ~i!:* 1'£ 0 ~frH!IIli!: ~ 0 JE l&iIli,i!: 0 H'ltHlli!:( }("tlf.fl'l~1i"q) 

(24) The Higher Spiritual Powers ( *.iifI in Pall ABHINNA) They are 
six, namely : 

I) 
II) 
III) 

IV) 

V) 

VI) 

The Magical Powers ( .1\IiifIiifI in Pall IDDHI-VIDHA) 
The Divine Eye ( :RlUlitb I in Pall DIBBA-<:AKKHU) 
The Divine Ear ( *- 'F itb in Pall DIBBA-SOT A) 
The Penetration of other's Minds ( /t!!'L' iIfJ in P:lli CETo
PARiv ARAJ:lA.) 
The Recollection of Former llves ( ri;; til; itb in Pali 
PUBBENIVASANUSSA TI) 
The Exhaustion of outflows ( iIildiifl in Pali 
ASA V AKHA Y A) 

The First five are mundane powers ( LlJ;r.ll ) while the sixth one is supra· 
mundane ( II', 11I:1i\J ) and pertains to liberation ( Mll!t ). 

(25) The store of Buddha-dharmas ( l!lIIit<iI ). cf. NOTE 23. This is 
the store of the Tathligata ( ~n *iI, 1Ul* in Pall Tathlgata is one of the 
ten attributes of the Buddha and means the ''Thus<orne'' or the ''Thus-gone'' -
gone 10 "Suchness."). According to the slUliMALA sUrRA there are two kinds 
of Tathagata store: "Firstly the void Tathifgata slore, that iI, the store where all 
the defilements have been given uP. are relinquUhed and different from it, 
secondly the Tathifgatha store which is not void, that U, which contains 
inconceivable and unspeakable Buddha-dharmal more tht1lt the IItlnd of the Ganges 
and has not given uP. nor relinquished them. .. (The Ganges is a big river in India 
and its sand is especiaUy fme this is to oonvey the inunensity.(:-~ Iln *1IiIli: 0 

~ :?;' Illff:i~: '& t;: y~ 'I;/)((Hf!tlffllt 0 :' -1 ~ ~Iln*1ffIIt 0 m""'j/,:,\M¥'H ~ Illf'+'& 
-1 ~ !.f!, ,;&1!1\l$ o) ( II1JW l'!l! ) 

" (26) The meaning and benefit of all the Buddha-dharmas 
- l;/Jf!lll i:E:J\1;fIJ ). Me;ming and benefit correspond to each other where 

one is, there is the other one too. When truth, the deeper meaning is seen then 
there are too the benefits of truth , of the deeper understanding. Truth, the 
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profound meaning of the Buddha-dharma has to be seen in the 'Here and Now' 
and from this the benefits arise. The interrelationship can be seen from the 
practice of Dharma-and the experi~nce of it. 

(27) The great vows are brought to completion. The great vows are the 
vows of a Buddha to be, of a Bodhisattva, to cut off all the defilements, to 
deliver aU beings, to bring all dharmas to completion like the well known 48 vows 
of AMITABHA BUDDHA made before becoming Buddha as DHARMAKARA 
BHIKSHU or the ten vows of SAMANTABHADRA BODHISATIVA. It goes 
without saying that morality is the basis for any spiritual achievement. 

(28) See NOTE 2S 

(29 ) Wrong views arising from discrimination ( 'ltjjIJ ~~ ) corr.pare 
the "Trust in the Heart" (cf. NOTE 9) 

"If th ~ mind makes no distinctions. 

all dhannas are one. 
The marvellous substance of oneness 
resolu tely forgets(any j condition(ingj 
when the equality of all dhannas is seen 
one returns back to So-ness" 

.c..'~ -1 ~ ~< 
1.Ii;rti;- lln 
-- tnl~ ~~ 

)[ (4~ .8*.t ) 
( "/.ti; i":l<r"f 1l3l. ) 

( ~~ 13 ~ )(ji'l.IA t. by Itf~ ) 

With this paragraph the Six Perfections ( i!liRl!'lf~ or Ill: in Pali PARAMI or 
PARAMITA) with which the ten wholesome actions should be adorned, have 
been concluded . The six perfections are : 

I) Giving ( ;(f; li&i in Pali DANA) 
II) Morality ( nli in Pali SILA) 
III) Patience ( !,!. in Pali KHANTI) 
IV) Energy ( f ,l; jj£ in Pali VIRIY A) 
V) Meditation ( >iIi! in Pali JHANA) 
VI) Wisdom ( :'S in Pali PANNA) 

Due to the bringing to completion of the,;e Perfections one reaches the other 
shore, PARAMI or PARAMITA. ( 1ft ) means going beyond (life and death), 
transcending the mundane. 

(30) These are the Four Divine States ( 1tft: in Pali BRAHMA 
VIHARA) cf. NOTE 11/3 they are also called the Four Immeasurables ( 1!~i 1,\: in 
Pali APP AMAN!ilA) because they cannot be measured nor can limits be imposed 
on to them, they are illimitable. 

" . .... have a mind that is neither attached to favourable circumstances 
nor resents adverse circumstances." 

"The Perfect Way is not difficult, 
it only refuses to pick and to choose. 
only do not like nor dislike 
and you will cletlrly understand, 
a hair breadth of difference, 
and Heaven and Earth are .sepoTated. 
If you wan (to have it mtmifest before you 

( ~ ill1!1.f: :)';11; 
( JIffi~Nir~ 
( m~ffi ~ 
( jfIlJ~ lJJl s 
( ~.:ft~ 
( :R!1!! ,*-1Wi 
( w.:~.f.ll J! 



be neither for nor against ( !itlHIf\~ ) 
The conflict between for and against, 
is the sickness of the mind . .. 

( Jt"If\~ 'Ji ) 
( :.IE f!\h,'11>1 ) 
( m- '("St by ftf~) • Trust in the Heart" (cf. NOTE 9) 

(31) The Four Ways of Helping (others) ( 1l'I1I ($;) in Sanskrit 
CATUI;I SAMGRAHA-VASTU). These are ways to help beings to open their 
hearts and to enable them to receiw the dharma. 

I) Giving ( m lim: ) either materially or spiritually according to the 
wants and needs of the being concerned. 

II) LoYing Speech ( ~Zli ) which is helpful and beneficial speech 
which is in .accordance with the nature and the faculties of beings and is consoling 
to those who are in distress. 

III) Beneficial conduct ( flJ1j ) that is mental, verbal and bodily 
action which is beneficial for other beings. 

IV) Co~peration ( flll;$' ). This means to see with the DHARMA 
EYE ( $;1!8. ), i.e., spiritual eyes, the nature and the faculties of beings, to adapt 
oneself to their standard and benefit them. 

These are the four means for the practice of the Buddhist in order to help 
beings. 

(32) This paragraph concludes the adornment of the Wholesome Ways of 
Action, by the Thirty-seven Dharmas leading to Illumination ( =:: -t--t:;WJm~ 
in Pall 37 BODHIPAKKHIYA-DHAMMA). They are the dharmas that lead and 
pertain to illumination. They are: 

The Four 
Founda
tions of 
Mindful
ness 
11!l ;~~ 

inPali4 
SATIPAT
THANA) 

1) The Foundation of Mindfulness of (contemplating) the body. 
( ~~~ in Pali KAYANUPASSANA). This is the development 
of awareness concerning the body in all it's different aspects like the 
postures, mowments, breathing, the parts of the body (anatomy), 
composition of the body and more. 

2) The Foundation of Mindfulness of (contemplating) the feelings 
( 'Jt~. in Pall VEDANANUPASSANA).·This is the dewlop
ment of awarenes of the feelings and their nature. 

3) The Foundation of Mindfulness of (contemplating) the mind 
( ,c,,;tt.1« in Pall CITTANUPASSANA). This is the devdopment 
of awareness regarding the mental states and the understanding of 
the states of consciousness. 

4) The Foundation of Mindfulness of (contemplating) the mental 
contents ( $;~. in Pall DHAMMANuPASSANA). This is the 
development of awareness regarding the . nature of the mind, it's 
workings and it's objects. 

In another way this four contemplations can be summarized as follows: 

I) To contemplate on the body as impure 
2) To contemplate on the feelings as suffering (in conflict) 
3; To contemplate on the mind as impermanent (in flow) 
4} To contemplate on the mental contents as n<Helf (Sub-
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stanceAess) 

The practice of awareness as outlined above, constitutes RIGHT MINDFULNESS 
in the Holy Eightfold Path (cf. NOTE 20). 

The Four 
RIGHT 
EFFORTS 
( I1.'l iElb 
in Pali 4 

SAMMAPP· 
ADHANA) 

1) "The whole-helmed effort to destroy unwholesome things 
(s tilt e s) t hilt hllVe IIlready llrisen" (E'. 't. .iUld1\ ~ Ilfi 0 

-.c..'IbM~ 0 ). 
2) "The whole-hearted effort of prt!Venting unwholesome things 
(stlltes) thllt hllVe not yet arisen from arising" ( * 't..~I*;r-

11-'1'. 0 -- .c..'IbM~ 0) 
3) The whole-hearted effort to develop wholesome things (stlltes) 

hllve not yet IIrisen" (*'I:, lfl*~ ~±' 0 -.c..,1b 
M~ 0) 

4) "The whole-heorted effort to mIIintllin lind /ncrrase a1relldy 
llrisen wholesome things (states)" (E'/t.~l*m~*O) 

-.ulbfM~ 0 

The practice of effort which is the freeing of energy by 'removing the blockages 
and channelling it 10 as not to scatter it is Right Effort in the Holy Eightfold Path 
(cf. NOTE 20). 

The Four 
Bases of 
Power 
( l!9iii11',IE. 
in Pali 4 
IODHI
PAoA) 

1) Concentration ofWUl ( ~"".l>1. in Pali CHANDA-sAMADHI) 
2) Concentration of Energy ( ;!t"".l>1. in Pali VIRIY A· 
SAMADHI) 
3) Concentration of Consciousness (mind) ( .c..,~,IE. in.Pali 
CITTA-SAMADHI) 
4) Concentration of Investigation ( III.~,IE. in Pali VIMAMSA· 
SAMADHI) 

{ 

1) Confidence (Fa in Pali SADDHA) 
The Five 2) Energy ( M~ in 'PaliVIRiYA) 
Faculties 3) Mindfulness ( :tt in Pali SA TI) 
( lim in 4) Concentration ( 5E in ~_AMADHI) 
Pali S S) Wialom ( ~ in Pali PANNA) 
INDRIYA) They are identical with the five faculties above, only that they have 
The Five been developed · 10 that they can destroy their opposites, namely, 
Powers ( Ii wavering doubt, inertia, forgetfulness, distraction and delusion. The 
jJ in Pali S five faculties are the potential to be developed while the five-powen 
BALA) are the actual that has been developed. 

The Sewn i1) Investigation ofL;lws ( ~i'E in Pali' DHAMMA·VICAYA) 
Factors of 2) Energy ( M ~ in Pali VIRIY A) 
Illuminatio 3) Joy (interest) ( .. in Pali pi'n) 
(toft ~ 4) Tranquillity ( f!I!'tc in Pali PASSADHI) 
in Pali 7 S) Mindfulness ( :tt in Pali SATI) 
BOJHAN· 6) Concentration (5E in Pali SAMADHI) 
GAS 7) Serenity ( ~ in Pali UPEKKHA) 

The Noblr f The Noble or Holy (Eightfold) Path ( IElli or !l:lli ) has already 
Eightfold been mentioned and briefly set out in NOTE 20, as the space does 
Path in Pali not permit me here to go into more detail about each of these 
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ldharmas, the reader is recommended to study further on his own, 
reading and researching other discourses where the meaning of these 
things is clearly explained and well illustrated. 

(33) Calm Meditation ( II : or ~I"f (t!!. ist Pali SAMATHA)_ There 
are two forms of meditation in the Buddhist Teaching, one is meditation which 
develops the mind and the other one, develops wisdom. Calm meditation is the 
former one and insight meditation the latter one. Calm meditation is the 
development of consciousness and its expansion leading to higher levels of 
consciousness. The bonds and latent tendencies are the gross defllments that bind 
us and the more subtle tendencies latent in us that have to be destroyed and 
transcended in order to make spiritual progress. 

(34) Insight Meditation ( II! or IIIltU2.'»!5 In Pali VIPASSANA) is 
as aiIeady said in t\le previous note, the development of wisdom, of intuitive 
wisdom, that is based on direct insight into the nature of things as they really are. 

(35) Means or expedients ( l'im! in Pali UPAYA) are the ways and 
means to practise using skill in means in order to reach liberation and to benefit 
all beings. 

Conditioned and Unconditioned Happiness (m ;!!\Ii ~ ~). Conditioned 
happiness refer to mundane happiness while unconditioned happiness refers to the 
Suprammundane Happiness (that of awakening, liberation, illumination-NIR
VANA) 

(36) The Buddha has Ten Powers ( +- fJ in Pali DASABALA). They 
are: 

I That He knows according to reality what is right and what is 
wrong is the fust power. 

II That He knows all actions and all results ( i1li 1I!:i1liP,t ) of 
beings whether past. fuflJre or present. That He knows their basis of action 
( ~1\t~ ). that He knows their conditioning ( ~. in Pali HETU PAC
CAYA literally 'Root Condition"). that He knows their results ( ** in Pali 
VIPAKA meaning here the results arising. as a consequence of performed action) 
is th e second power. 

III That He knows according to reality the marks of differentiation 
( $T'iJIJ:I'Il ) of purity and defilements regarding the concentration (meditation) 
( :<E in Pali SAMADHI) of all absorptions ( ~fll in Pali !HANA). Liberations 
( Millt in Pali VIMUTTI). and of all meditations (meaning here all states where 
the mind is one-pointed :=: JPIc in Pali SAMADHI) is the third power. 

IV That He knows all the faculties (tf! in Pali lNDRIYA cf NOTE 32) 
of other beings together with their higher and lower characteristics is the fourth 
power. 

V That He knows the different inclinations of other beings is the fifth 
power. 

VI That He knows the countless different natures ( M: ) (of the various 
things) in the world is the sixth power. 

VII That He knows the final goals of all paths is the seventh power. 
VIII That He knows the various past lives with all their characteristics 
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(m in Pali LAKKHANA)andconditionings ( ~. cf. second power) ofone 
Ufe, two lives. up ·to hundred thousands of lives from the beginning of a 
World-aeon (~ (l!Ii) in Pali KAPPA in &mskrit KALPA is an enormous 
period of time in which the formation, growth, eXistence and dissoiutionofa 
world takes place together with the pmod of emptiness and chaos that follows 
it's disappearance, ) to the end of a world4eon. "When I WQS living as that being 
my personal name, my family name, foods and drinks. sufferings and plt!llSUres 
and the length of the life span were such and such. Being thus death took pillce 
here and birth took pillce here and on dying again birth took pwce here. Being 
born here, the personal name, the family name, the foods and drinks, sufferings 
and "leasures and the length of the span of life was thus. This the eighth power. 

IX BeCIIUse the purity of the Buddha's Divine Eye surpasses that 
of the eyes of devas and men, he sees beinp when they die and when they are 
bom; whether they are beautiful or ugly, big or small, whether they have fallen 
into unwholesome ways or wholesome ways. In this way action conditions its 
result. This being performed unwholesome bodily acticms, unwholesome verbal 
actions and unwholesome mental actions. It swnders. with wrong view (cf. NOTE 
9 NOTE 21/NOTE 29) a saint and performs an action based on \WOng view. 
BelXluse of this the condition is being laid for the entering into the evil courses of 
existence (cf. NOTE 12) and at the time of death when the body breaks up, the 
being is reborn in the hellish realms. That being performed wholesome bodily, 
verbal and mental actions. It does not slander th e saint and having righ t view it 
performs actions based on right view (understJJnding) . Because of this the 
condition. is being lIlid for entering into the good courses of existence (cf NOTE 
1) and at the time of death when the body breaks up the being is rebom in the 
dellQ worlds (cf NOTE 1). This is the ninth power. 

X BeCIIUse all the outflows are exhausted in the Buddha, there is 
lXlnkerless liberation of mind and cankerless liberation through wisdom and the 
knowledge is present in Him: 'My births have come to an end, what had ·to be 
done has been done, there is no more becoming. ' That He knows this according 
to reality is the tenth power . .. 

From the MAHAPRAmAPARAMITA-SHAsrRA BY NAGARJUNA 
BODHISATIVA ( ktrll£~~I1I!IiHHU!i W'{bT1J ", ~~m=-t-:ft. ) 

The Four kinds of Fearlessness ( I!9 mHJ!: ). There are four 
Kinds of Fearlessness possessed by the Buddha : 

1) The Fearlessness of knowing all things. 
2) The Fearlessness of the freedom from outflows. 
3) The Fearlessnes of expounding all hindrances to the Path. 
4) The Fearlessness of teaching the Path leading to the cessation of 

suffering. 

The I!:ighteen Dharmas that distinguish (the Buddha) ( -t-JVF:It~ 
in Sanskrit AVE~IKADHARMAS) 

1) The body of all the Buddhas is faultless. 
2) The speech is faultless. 
3) The awareness is faultless. 
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4) He is without portilllity. 
5) He is always in SlntWdhi (concentration, one pointedneflS of mind). 
6) He has always (cletlT) knowledge and equanimity. 
7) His intention (to save beings) does not decrease. 
8) Undiminishing effort. 
9) Undiminishing recollection 

10) Undiminishingwisdom. 
11) Undiminishing freedom. 
12) Undiminishing knowledge and vision of freedom 
13) AU His bodily actions are performed with knowledge and wisdom. 
14) All His verbal actions are performed with knowledge and wisdom. 
15) All His mental actions are performed with knowledge and wisdom. 
16) His wisdom is without any ob't4cles as regards knowing the past 
17) His wisdom is without any obstacle as regards knowing the jUture. 
18) His wisdom is without any obstacles as regards knowing the present. 

These eighteen Dharmas distinguish the Buddha from any Arahat, Pratyeko 
Buddha and BodhiSllttvo. These Dharmas pertain to the Fully Illuminated One. 
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The Chinese tex.t of t~e "Discourse on the Ten Wholesome Ways of 
action" is a calligraphy written by the Venerable Hung - I VinayiclIya 
5f,. - $1'li!i who lived from 1880 to 1943. 

The Venerable Hung-I Vinaya master took the higher ordination at the 
age of 39 in 1918. After having been a highly successful and accomplished 
actor and artist. After becoming a monk he left everything behind and 
dedicated himself wholly to the spiritual life. He was known for his austere 
and simple way of life sparing no effort in the practice, study and teaching of 
the Buddhist teaching. He was well versed in the Vinaya School ~~*the 
Avatamsaka School f$* and the Pure Land School ~±*. Despite 
the fact that he did not join the order at a young age he still rnapaged due to 
earnest effort and diligence, to become a master of the Buddhist discipline. His 
many works show the depth and breadth of his learning. Since he became a 
monk he. used his talent as a calligrapher exclusively for the writing of religious 
texts. His ca.lligraphy reflects his conduct and way of life, it is pure, simple, 
plain and lucid. 

The colophon to the calligraphy says: 

"On the 29th dIly of the seventh month in the yell/' Keng-shen (1930), on the 
biTthdily of KlitigDrbha Bodhi8IIttwJ. Yen Yin wrote rapectfuJly the "Dt.cowre 
of the Ten Wholefome Waysfof Actimr ", ~ tM mmt cner to tire bdnp in 
the D1uznna"ealms wishing that they mtry all practise the ten wholesome ->" 
of action. By this pure cause I resolve to be reborn in the Highest Bliss. " 

Please note that there are minor differences between the text that was 
used for the present translation and the text Venerable Hung-I Vinayarnaster 
copied his calligIaphy from. The differences consist in variant readings of the 
text of the discourse as found in the various different editions of the Tripitaka. 
Though the variant readings have not great bearing as regards the basic meaning 
of the discourse they sometimes may nevertheless contribute to the 'ehuMatiou 
of one passage or another within the context. As we are mainly concerned with 
the understanding and the practice of the Buddhist teaching only those variant 
readings which have a direct bearing on the meaning of the text have been 
included while those of mere philological significance have been omitted. The 
different read~ are as below: 
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Yen. Hung-)'s text reads on the second page fust line in the Chinese text 
• §t MOU instead of Jti CH1 which is the variant reading of the Sung. 

Yuan. Ming and old Sung editions of the Tripi~ka. ,Thus accordiD& to the text 
of Yen. Hung-I's calligraphy it would read: "Of those who look with reverence 
at the Tathigata's body there is none who is not dazzled" instead of the present 
tranalation of the text page 71ine 7. 

Yen. Hung-)'s text reads on the second page fust line • • CHI instead 
of ~ HSI .which is the variant reading of the Sung, Yuan. Ming and old Sung 
editions of the Tripi~ka . Thus according to. the text of Yen. Hung-)'s 
caJligIaphy it would read: "all this comes into being entirely through the merit 
of cultivating and accumulating wholesome actions" instead of the present 
tranalation of the text page 7 line 11. 

Yen. Hung-)'s text reads on the second page fourth line 1ifi TANG instead 
of -m CH'ANG which is the variant reading of the Sung, Yuan, Ming and old 
Sung editions of -the Tripi!aka. As this reading here does not make much sense 
we do not translate it. 

Yen. Hung-rs text reads on the seventh page sixth line, @: CHIH instead 
of A CHEN which is in accordance with the variant readings of the Sung, 
Yuan, Ming and old Sung editions of the Tripi!aka. Thus the text of Yen. 
Hung-l's calligraphy would read: "His family will be upright and obedient" 
instead of the present translation of the text page 11 line 7. 

Yen. Hung-rs text reads on the eighth page second line, ~ HUI instead 
of A!i; HUI which is the variant reading of the Sung, Yuan, Ming and old Sung 
editions of the Tripi~ka. Thus the text according to Yen. Hung-I's calligraphy 
would read: "An he has he gives to others with wisdom" instead of the present 
translation of the text page 16 line 1. 

Yen. Rung-l's text reads on the ninth page third line ~ AN instead 
of ;r SHOU. This however would make only a little difference except 
that ~~1:R:~ CHING AN K'UAI LO is clearer than 
~;r1:R:~ CHING SHOU K'UAI LO. fll!1< CHING AN is the Cbinese 
translation of the Sanskrit PRASSADHi which means calm. cf. page 17 last 
line. 

Yen. liung-rs text reads on the ninth page third line, ,'5 WANG instead 
of ~ WANG which is the variant reading of the Sung, Yuan, Ming and old 
Sung editions of the Tripi!a~ . Thus according to the text of Yen. Hung-I's 
calligraphy it would read : "one is always free from delusion and forgetfulness" 
instead of the present translation of the text page 18 line s. 
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'Through the merit of this "/ arpire that beings may always be at ease and 
happy. free from suffering and illness; that none of the evil dharmas practised 
may succeed, that all the wholesome actions practised may all be quickly 
accomplished; that all the gates to the evil courses of' existence may be closed 
and that the right way to the human, the divine and to Nirvana is opened and 
shown." 

From the Chapter of the Practices and VOWI of Samantabhadra of the Avatamsaka 
SUtra. 
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